
www.flamestop.com.au/signs

GENERAL SIGNAGE FAQ.
What type of signs do you make?
We can make most types of signs on a wide variety of materials. 

Can you make a customised sign?
Yes, just contact us with your specific requirements.

Do you provide proofs?
Yes, once you place an order we can provide a proof. 

How much does it cost?
Each sign is different, the cost depends on materials used, print 
process and how many you want? We can quickly quote you.

Do you install?
No sorry.

Do your signs conform to standards?
Yes, specifications and colours for our signs and stickers are 
produced in accordance to AS1319:1994 

Can you print from my own artwork.
Yes we can print from your files (see 'Supplying Artwork Guide').  
Note: conformity and compliance becomes client responsibility.

I don't have any artwork.
Simple artwork is free of charge, more complex artwork may incur 
an artwork fee, you will be notified in advance.

How quick can you produce my sign?
Most signs and stickers in our catalogue we keep in stock nationally. 
If your sticker is uncommon or customised allow 3-5 working days.

How long do your signs last?
This highly depends on where the sign is installed. Indoors, out of 
direct sunlight minimum 5+ years. Outside in direct sunlight 1-3 
years before the sign will start to fade. We can also laminate signs to 
protect and extend their life by an additional 1-2 years. 

Can you make signs same day?
Yes, we offer a same day turnaround and also a next day service, 
additional costs apply, speak to your local representative. 

Does your cost include GST?
No, please add 10% GST onto all prices.

Does your cost include freight?
No, but we can provide a freight quote or you can collect direct.

What are your Acrylic signs made 
from?
Our Acrylic signs are made from 3mm cast Acrylic 
sheets. Acrylic is a widely used, highly versatile 
plastic and can be used in signs because of its 
outstanding weather-ability, long lifespan, excellent 
clarity and can also be recycled easily. 
We stock 3mm thickness in clear and white Acrylic.  
And also 4mm in clear.

How are they printed?
We direct print Acrylic using state-of-the-art UV-
LED technology. For clear Acrylic signs, we can 
reverse print onto the back of the sheet, then print 
a final coat of white ink over the top. When you flip 
the sheet over, the result is a beautifully finished 
sign, where the ink remains protected behind the 
clear sheet itself.  

How do I install Acrylic signs?
Dependant on the location, surface and durability 
requirements, Acrylic can be installed using the 
following methods:
• Acrylic, foam or UHB double sided tape 

(on white acrylic only)
• Silicone or construction adhesive 

(on white acrylic only)
• Direct mounted with any self tapping, button, 

rounded or flat headed screws
• Stand-off mounts (recommended)

Do I need lamination?
Over laminating or liquid laminating your signs 
will help protect against scratches, harsh weather 
as well extending UV life. Laminating adds 
approximately 1-2 years and produces a more 
durable ‘outdoor’ sign.

What sizes can I have?
Any size, small or large, there are no limits.

Can I have a custom shaped sign?
Yes, talk to your local representative for pricing.

Are your signs double sided?
Our standard Acrylic signs are printed on one side 
only. We can print on both sides if required.

Are your Acrylic signs waterproof?
Yes, our signs can be exposed to water and wiped 
clean. (Chlorine may discolour signs over time).

Is Acrylic durable?
Acrylics highly polished surface quality is achieved 
by casting against glass. Acrylic has long term 
weather resistance with no colour discolouration 
allowing 92% transmission of light. Acrylic has a 
very good resistance to weak acids and alkalis.
Acrylic has 10x the impact resistance of glass, but 
will crack if impacted violently.

Will my Acrylic sign warp?
No, Acrylic has outstanding UV resistance, temp 
range: Up to +75ºC, +90ºC short term.

Can I have holes/rounded corners?
Yes

Does your Acrylic come with fixings?
No, as we do not know where these signs are to 
be installed, no fixings or tape are included.

Can I add my logo or contact info?
Yes, on customised sign orders.

FlameStop offer Acrylic prints for your more important installations which may require a more stylish 
finish. Our Acrylic signs are printed on quality high gloss material with a luxury finish. The perfect 
professional luxury finish especially when installed with our metal stand off mounts.

COMMON USES: Extinguisher, Fire Blanket, Location, Hose Reel, 
Offences, Warning, Hydrant, Sprinkler, ID, Alarm, Warning Signs etc..

ACRYLIC SIGNS
'PERSPEX/PLEXIGLAS'

Clear Acrylic printed underneath finished with white

White cast Acrylic available in 3mm 

Polished and brushed standoffs available in 12mm 

About our Acrylic signs...

ClearWhite


